DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

FLAW 101 Ghana Legal System
The major legal systems of the world, Classification of the branches of the Law, Introduction of British Jurisdiction into Gold Coast and Sources of Law – Common Law, Equity, Statutes, Subsidiary Legislation, History of the Court System and Jurisdiction and powers of the courts and quasi-judicial bodies.

FLAW 102 Legal Method

FLAW 103 Law of Contract I

FLAW 104 Law of Contract II

FLAW 105 Constitutional Law I (Constitutional Theory)

FLAW 106 Constitutional Law II (Constitution of Ghana)
General Course Description: English for Law Students

The broad objective of English for Law Students is to equip the students with the language skills to enhance their ability to speak and write English fluently. The first semester component aims at consolidating the knowledge of the students in English grammar and usage. During the course of the semester, students will learn general grammatical principles and do extensive exercises in grammar and usage. They will also practice the use of the dictionary and thesaurus to enable them to get a hold on the range and variety of the English lexicon. In the second semester, the students will focus on composing well-organized, well supported, and coherent paragraphs. The paragraph as a text structuring tool in reading and writing will be amply exemplified. Additionally, students will be introduced to evaluative language in expository writing. By the end of the course, students should be able to speak and write English with felicity.

FLAW 107 English for Law Students I (Grammar and usage)
1. Varieties of English: British and American English, regional and national varieties
2. Elements of grammar: sentence elements, parts of speech
3. Sentence structure: the simple sentence, coordination and apposition, the complex sentence, sentence variety
4. Avoiding pitfalls: run-ons, irregular verbs, subject-verb agreement, consistent verb tense, pronoun agreement, reference, and point of view; adjectives and adverbs, misplaced modifiers, dangling modifiers, faulty parallelism
5. Punctuation: the comma, the semicolon, other marks, common punctuation errors
6. Word Use: the dictionary and thesaurus, spelling, vocabulary development, commonly confused words, effective word choice

FLAW 108 English for Law Students II (Paragraph writing: structure, development, and style)
1. The Paragraph: the single paragraph, the multiple-paragraph text; paragraph unity, support, and coherence
2. Paragraph structure and reading strategies: information relationships within and across paragraphs; given and new information
3. Paragraph structure and writing strategies: making and supporting a point; organizing and connecting specific evidence; achieving structural coherence
4. Evaluative language: reporting verbs, qualifications and strength of claim, evaluative nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
5. Text analysis of a variety of texts (the writings of Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, Thomas Hardy, D.H. Lawrence, Shakespeare, Kofi Awoonor, Ayi Kwei Armah, Ama Atta Aidoo, Paul Ansah, Ngugi Wa Thiong’o etc.)
6. Proofreading and editing techniques

FLAW 109 Logic for Law Students
The Course in Logic for Law Students is designed to equip the student with practical abilities to discriminate between having motives vs. Good logical reasons for belief in a statement, to evaluate quality evidence in
Support of a conclusion, to contrast deductive proof with inductive support provided by evidence, to contrast value judgment with factual judgment. The Course will introduce the student to the following specific topics - Varieties of Speech act; Varieties of passage-length communication; Definitions in focus; Understanding logical structure of an argument as the truth conditions of its component statements; Understanding relation between evidence and empirical hypothesis; Cause and effect reasoning – application of induction; Polemical fallacies and rhetorical ploys; Ethics and Law.

**FLAW 207 Torts I (Intentional Tort)**

**FLAW 208 Torts II (Negligence & Defamation)**
General Negligence, Specific Negligence Actions (Employer’s liability to his employees, Products Liability, Occupiers Liability, Liability for Statements - Negligent statements, Deceit), Statutory duties, Death in relation to Torts, Defamation.

**FLAW 209 Alternative Dispute Resolution**
This course will introduce the student to the spectrum of ADR mechanisms and discuss particularly Negotiation, Mediation and Arbitration. The law of Ghana relating to ADR will be examined and students taken through practical demonstrations of the workings of Negotiation, Mediation and Arbitration.

**FLAW 218 Administrative Law**

**FLAW 211 Immovable Property I (Customary Land Law)**
2. The Customary Law Interests in Land: The Allodial Title, the Usufructuary Interest, Customary Law Tenancies
FLAW 212 Immovable Property II
4. Introduction to Physical Planning Law
5. Land Law Reform

FLAW 213 Criminal Law I (General Principles)

FLAW 214 Criminal Law II (Specific Offenses)

FLAW 221 Public International Law I

FLAW 222 Public International Law II

FLAW 251 Gender and the Law I

FLAW 252 Gender and the Law II (Selected Topics)
1. Legal issues in Family Law: Marriage, Divorce, Custody and Support of Children, Surrogate Mother Contracts.
2. Gender and health – Legal Issues Involving Reproductive Matters: Access to Contraception, Abortion, Sterilization, Infanticide, Drug and Alcohol Abuse during Pregnancy, Female Circumcision
3. Legal Issues Involving Gender and Criminal Law: rape, Domestic Violence
4. Issues Involving Education
6. Legal Issues Involving Women and Property; Women and Inheritance
7. Legal Issues Involving Women and Development; Women in Political Process

**FLAW 337 Natural Resource Law I**
FLAW 338 Natural Resource Law II

FLAW 343 Conflict of Laws I (General Part)

FLAW 344 Conflict of Laws II
Movable and Immovable property, Succession, Family Law (in outline only) – Capacity to marry; Matrimonial uses; Recognition of Foreign Decrees. Domestic Relations – Custody, Guardianship, Legitimacy, Legitimation and Adoption. Classification, Incidental Question, Renvoi, Substance and Procedure, Theories and Methods.

FLAW 345 Commercial Law I (Sale of Goods and Hire Purchase)

FLAW 346 Commercial Law II (Agency and Banking)
Definition and Existence of Agency, Capacity to act as Principal, Capacity to act as Agent, Agent’s duties to his Principal, Agent’s rights against the Principal, Relationship of Principal and Agent with third Party, Banks, Banking, and Non-Banking Financial Institutions, Negotiable Instruments and their Kin, Banker-Customer Relations, Securities Regulation.

FLAW 347 International Human Rights Law I
FLAW 348 International Human Rights Law II (Specified Topics)

FLAW 351 Industrial Law I
1. Relationship of employer and employee
2. Contract of employment
3. Formation and discharge
4. Contract of apprenticeship
5. Wages
6. Employer’s rights and liabilities
   (i) Towards Employees
   (ii) Towards Third Parties

FLAW 352 Industrial Law II
1. Industrial legislation
   a. Legislation Regulating Conditions in Factories, Shops, Offices, Mines etc.
   b. Industrial Injuries and Workmen’s Compensation – Social Security.
   c. Legislation regulating Industrial and Business Operations.
2. The law of trade unions and industrial relations: Collective Bargaining; Settlement of Industrial Disputes.

FLAW 353 Environmental Law I

FLAW 354 Environmental Law II
**FLAW 355 Company Law I**
Concept of the Corporation. Statutory Commercial corporations. Companies Registered Under the Companies Code. Corporate personality; Lifting the veil. Formation of Companies. Promoters; Pre-incorporation Contracts; the Regulations; Invitations to the Public; Prospectus; Commencement of Business. Companies’ Securities Share and Debentures; Classes of Shares. Becoming a Member: Allotments; Share Certificates. Rights of Members: Class Rights; Variation of Class Rights; Member’s Liability. Capital: Stated Capital; Issued Capital; Treasury Shares; Increase of Capital; Reduction of Capital Dividends; Debenture holders; Rights and Powers.

**FLAW 356 Company Law II**
Actions on behalf of the Company; The General Meeting; Notices procedure; Voting; Resolutions. Directors and other officers; Appointment; Removal; Duties Rights and Powers. Liability of Company in contract; Tort; Crime; Investors, Protection; Oppression of Minorities; Investigations by the Registrar; Annual Returns. Arrangements and Amalgamations: Private Companies; Subsidiary Companies; Guarantee Companies. Liquidation (in outline) Partnerships and Unincorporated Business Associations.

**FLAW 363 International Humanitarian Law I**
This course will focus on the Theory and Practice of International Humanitarian Law (IHL). It will explore the Definition and history of International Humanitarian Law: the relationship between humanitarian law, human rights and disarmament; Law of The Hague and Law of Geneva: implementation of IHL and Sanctions for the violations of IHL.

**FLAW 364 International Humanitarian Law II**
The focus will be on the examination of recent tendencies of IHL and the mandate and activities of the International Committee of the RED Cross (ICRC). The place of IHL in non-structured conflicts and the problems of the prohibition of certain weapons will be discussed. The status of the ICRC and the legal bases of its actions, the emblem and the activities of the ICRC in Africa will be considered.

**FLAW 410 Long Essay**
As required of undergraduate students.

**FLAW 403 Jurisprudence I**
FLAW 404 Jurisprudence II
Sociological School of Jurisprudence, Customary Law, Marxist Theory of Law and State, Theories of Rights – Hohfeldian Rights, Human Rights (if not offered as an Elective) etc., Gender and the Law, Law and Development, Islamic Law

FLAW 407 Equity & Trusts

FLAW 408 Law of Succession
1. Pledges and Mortgages
3. The Dead as property.

FLAW 431 Intellectual Property Law I
Introduction to Intellectual Property Law: Historical background, characteristics and definition of intellectual property law. Main fields of intellectual property namely, patents, utility models, industrial designs, trademarks, trade secrets, copyright law neighbouring rights Patents: Evolution of patent law and its justification, Conditions of Patentability, National, Regional and International administration of the patent system, Rights of the Patentee and scope of protection, Utility models Copyright Law and Neighbouring rights: Historical development of copyright law – national and international levels, Basic principles of copyright law, The impact of emerging technologies on copyright, Authors societies, Neighbouring Rights.

FLAW 432 Intellectual Property Law II
3. Confidential Information and Trade Secrets: The Nature of Protectable Confidential Information and its obligations, Employee relationships, Defence and remedies.
5. Regional Arrangements

**FLAW 435 International Trade Law**
The Law of international Trade – the importance of trade; sources of Law of International Trade law; formulating agencies etc., etc. The outline of the sale transaction – International Sales of Goods; special terms, INCOTERMS etc. International Sales contracts based on Sea carriage – c.i.f., fob, C & F, ex works etc. Insurance of Goods in the International Sale Transaction (in outline). Payment in international sales (Letters of Credit etc.) Disputes in international transactions – the conflict of laws, the problems of conflict, proper law of the contract etc.; proceedings and jurisdiction; the Mareva injunction; the enforcement of foreign judgments and awards.

**FLAW 436 International Investment Law**
Introductory – Principal issues in controversy regarding foreign investments and the Sovereign Authority of states over foreign investments. International Contracts, Nationalisation and Compensation, Permanent Sovereignty of states over natural resources, Codes of conduct for Multinational Corporations, Transfer of Technology, New Methods of Investment Dispute Settlement.

**FLAW 411 Law of Taxation I**
Tax Policy in a Developing Country: The purposes and uses of taxation; Taxation and saving; Taxation and capital formation; the differences between taxation in high income countries and taxation in law income countries; Consideration of some taxation principles. The effects of various kinds of taxes.

**FLAW 412 Law of Taxation II**
The Export Tax: The methods, effects, advantages and disadvantages of taxing exports. The Income Tax: What is income? Tax policy and the income tax; Consideration of the taxability of various kinds of receipts; Capital gains; Deductions; Taxation of the corporation and its shareholders; Taxation of foreign income, of non-residents and of foreign investment in Ghana. Other Taxes: The sales tax; Excise taxes; Import duties; the excess profits tax; VAT. An overview of the Ghanaian Tax System: Revenue; Administration